


Interiors in a new dimension

MOPA DECOR PANELS are unique and rich in shape variety, it has elegant structure and 

creative surface. They provide a modern and versatile use, any room can be transformed 

spectacularly with them almost immediately. 

Entire wall surfaces can be covered, but even a few pieces can be enough to create a 

unique and special interior. Different panel forms and colors can be combined, therefore 

the variational options are endless.

The panels are not only showy but practical as they are easy to clean, have thermal 

and sound proof properties, furthermore they are soft and non-deformable due to the 

memory foam. It doesn’t require any further maintenances, no need to priming and 

painting, unlike gypsum panels.  Immediately gives the room a perfect and warm feel. 

Choose any variation: THE RESULT WILL BE IMPRESSIVE!



  PU leather cover with 
  water proof coating   memory foam with 

  micro bubbles

  textile leather layer

Decor panel material and structure

The MOPA DECOR PANEL made by high density foam and it has a high quality textile 

leather cover. The structural frame of the panel is a micro bubble memory foam enriched 

with bamboo fiber. The micro bubbles ensure the sound and heat insulation properties 

of the product.

The memory foam frame got a special - to the touch similar to leather - PU decorative 

leather covering, which is much softer than other textile leather and it has higher abrasion 

resistance too. The speciality of the  covering is that it’s waterproof and breathable at the 

same time. Not only the top cover of the panel, but also the bottom part has a barrier 

layer to ensure that it doesn’t absorn moisture.

The product is light, flexible and easy to install. It’s easy to cut, even with a knife.

WATER AND MOISTURE PROOF
Because of the excellent pu leather on the backand 
the bamboo charcoal fiber in the foam, it makes the 
panels waterproof and moistureproof.

EASY INSTALLATION
No board on the wall, and no nail during installation, 
just use adhesive to stick directly, free, easy and fast.

FIRE RETARDANT 
The fire reatardant performance reaches B in 
EN13501 and was certified by SGS. It also produces 
very low smoke, and it is the taste of bamboo charcoal 
after burning, not irritating.

SOUND PROOF
Because of the sharp 3D inclined block face and the 
high density foam inside, the sound will be faded and 
consumed gradually during the rebound between 
inclined faces.   

THERMAL INSULATION
The memory foam enriched with bamboo fiber 
contains micro bubbles, which gives the product 
thermo insulating properties.

ZERO FORMALDEHYDE 
It’s perfectly realized and certified to ZERO 
formaldehyde emissions by SGS.

SOFT AND HIGH REBOUND
The panel is composed of high density foam. Its 
high rebound means not ruffle, never deform. It has 
excellent effect of collision avoidance.

BEND EASILY
The panel embodies the professional wisdom when 
there is the circle or square column or the corner.

CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY SURFACES
It doesn’t require any preparation, the product can 
be applied directly to plastic, concrete, wood, painted 
or wallpapered wall with appropriate adhesive.

EASY TO CLEAN
Thanks to the high quality textile leather coating, it’s 
easy to keep the panels clean with a damp cloth or 
vacuum cleaner.

HIGH ABRASION RESISTANCE
The panels have good abrasion resistance due to 
the high quality PU coating, so they can be applied 
to places where direct contact reaches them. They 
are suitable for bed headboards, wall protector or 
decorating corridors.

POSSIBLE TO INSTALL SWITCHES, SOCKETS AND 
LAMPS
The panles are easy to cut, so that switches, sockets 
and lamps can be easily constructed.

JOINTS
In contrast to the gypsum panel, the matching of 
MOPA panels are much more uniform.

CAN BE COMBINED
Panels with different surfaces and colors can be 
combined with each other.
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ROCK
élhossz: 11,6 cm

max. thickness:  2 cm4 5

white
(016)

light turquoise
(006)

powder pink
(023)

slate blue
(033)

black
(001)

bronze drape
(172)

grey
(032)

silver drape
(169)

cream drape
(133)

black drape
(228)

gold drape
(223)



HEXA
élhossz: 11,6 cm

max. thickness: 2 cm6

white glitter
(505A)

silver
(019)

gold satin
(363)

light champagne
(010)

silver satin
(325)

silver glitter
(328)

bronze glitter
(326)
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LV
33,3 cm

max. thickness: 3,5 cm

33,3 cm

8

white
(012)

gold
(015)

black drape
(228)

gold drape
(223)

silver drape
(169)

silver
(019)

dark champagne
(013)
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COCO
42,5 cm

60 cm

max. thickness: 2,8 cm 1110

white glitter
(505A)

silver
(019)

bronze glitter
(326)

dark champagne
(013)



HOLD
25 cm

max. thickness: 7 cm

50 cm

12 13

off-white
(061)

greige
(065)

beige
(068)

brown
(063)

anthracite
(067)



SELYEM
25 cm

50 cm

max. thickness: 4 cm14

white
(012)

beige
(068)

brown
(063)

anthracite
(067)

dark champagne
(013)

off-white
(061)

greige
(065)
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60 cm

PIRAMIS

60 cm

max. thickness: 3,5 cm16 17

bronze glitter
(326)

silver glitter
(328)



60 cm

max. thickness: 2,2 cm

60 cm

PRIZMA

18

white
(012)

white glitter
(505A)

bronze glitter
(326)

silver glitter
(328)

light champagne glitter
(505B)

silver
(019)

gold
(015)
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ENERGIA
60 cm

max. thickness: 2,2 cm

60 cm

20 21

silver glitter
(328)

gold
(015)

white glitter
(505A)



LV60
60 cm

60 cm

max. thickness: 1,5 cm22 23

dark champagne
(013)

silver glitter
(328)

white
(012)



ELEGANCIA
60 cm

max. thickness: 1,5 cm

60 cm

24 25

light champagne
(010)

anthracite
(067)

bronze glitter
(326)

white glitter
(505A)

silver glitter
(328)

gold
(015)

off-white
(061)



Recommended for public and commercial places: 

hotels, cinemas, cafes, restaurants, theaters, clubs, 
shops, beauty salons, shop windows, lobbies, educational 
institutions, etc.  

For residential use: 

bedroom, living room, dining room, lobby, wardrobe, 
kids room, and for door decoration too.
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For the optional colors see      
the panel types. 

bronze glitter (326)

gold (015)

gold drape (223)

anthracite (067) grey (032)

gold satin (363)

silver satin  (325)

silver (019)

bronze drape (172)

brown (063)

white (016)

silver glitter (328)

white glitter (505A)

light champagne glitter (505B)

white (012)

silver drape (169)

beige (068)

black (001)

dark champagne (013)

black drape (228)

greige (065)

slate blue (033)

light champagne (010)

cream drape (133) off-white (061)

powder pink (023)

light turquoise (006)

Drape Textile Matt leather textile Glitter Brushed Satin

Shining Semi-gloss Matt
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Measure and draw the line by 
pencil.

Cut by knife and ruler. After cutting.

Product cuttingInstallation guide 

Tips & advices:

• During the panels installation it is recommended to work in 
thread gloves to protect the product.

• When there is outlet, measure the position 
on the panel and cut. Then put the inner 
box in the hole, cover the outlet.

• The installation of the panels can be started from anywhere, but it’s advisable to start from the bottom 
or from the top. Panels can be placed from center to edge, but also can start from one edge to the other.

• In case of the panel was pressured, due to the memory foam it will resets to it’s original form. The process 
takes as much time as the product was under pressure. For example if the panel was under pressure for 
5 minutes, it will take 5 minutes to return to it’s original shape.

• On the back of the panels arrow shows the recommended 
direction.

Step 1: Make sure that the surface of the wall is 
clean. Square off the wall according to the size of 
the panels.

Step 3: Apply the first panel on the lined top middle position, then go ahead with the neighbour panels by 
the same way. When applying on the wall press a little bit for around 15 seconds - depends on the type of 
adhesive - to make sure of no gap between. When the size of the wall won’t match the panels, cut the panels 
by utility knife as need.

Step 2: Prepare the tool and material  as seen on 
the pictures (extruding gun, solvent free contact 
adhesive). Apply the adhesive on 4 corners and 
middle on the back of panel.  In all cases insert 
the panels exactly following the instructions of the 
particular adhesive. 

• For lime wall, please paint with a coat of latex.
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mopadekor.hu
info@mopadekor.hu

instagram.com/mopadekor


